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This research deals with The Seventh Year Students’ Perception of Teaching 
and Learning English for Young Learners by Using Audio-Visual Style at 
Palopo Cokroaminoto University. The population of this research was all 
English student of English Education Study Program in Palopo Cokroaminoto 
University in academic year 2020. The total number of population was 10 
students. The researcher used the random sampling. The instrument in this 
research is questionnaire comprise five questions and analyzed by qualitative. 
Based on the findings and discussion in the previous chapter, the researcher 
concludes that the seventh year students’ perception of teaching and learning 
English for young learners by using audio-visual style at Palopo Cokroaminoto 
University is positive. It is supported by students’ answer that audio-visual style 
is appropriate in learning English for young learner because the students can 
remember information presented in picture by looking if student does not has 
strong skill to be listened because in audio-visual not only can be seen but also 
can be listened so the student can understand material easier. Besides that 
audio-visual has sound and interesting picture so does not make student get 
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English is a means of crucial communication and occupies the first position in the world because it is used all over 
the world. In Indonesia, English is included as a foreign language and has been taught in the school, from 
kindergarten level till university level. 
 
English also has been used as the medium of communication all over the world to convey and share information to 
the others. Through a language, people will be able to express their thought and feeling especially for English 
learner. Besides that, English is also an important medium of interaction used among people not only in academic 
field but also in the career, business and technology. Therefore, it is important to learn and master English. 
 
Learning English for young learner is one of the subjects that are taught in the seventh semester. The most important 
thing in learning the subject in order to the students have basic and the foundation of the communicative competence 
because the skill which is taught in the subject is involve skill to pronounce word in English, listening, speaking, 
reading and writing. The other components are vocabulary and grammar. So, they can improve their English. 
 
 Without learning and improve English, learner will never be able to improve their skills. Learner will have difficulty to 
speak to the others and write by using English when they are in the high level. Learner also cannot understand what 
he/she listen and what he/she read if they do not enrich English. 
 
One of the ways to teach English for young learner subject is by using audio visual. The lecturer has used audio 
visual aids through virtual classrooms to encourage teaching learning process and make it easier and interesting. It 
makes researcher curious to know about their opinion of the audiovisual. The researcher believes that the students 
have different style in using language by them. It must be true that have different language in expressing their 
thought, especially they have different perception based on their mind. 
 
Madden (2002) said that visual style is divided in to external and internal visual. External visual is information 
process through what are seen. In addition, auditory learners can remember quite accurately details of information 
they hear during conversations or lectures.  
 
Perception also includes how we respond to the information. Therefore, the researcher is interested in doing this 
research to find empirical data about students’ perception on the use of audio visual style. 
Valle (2012) stated that perception is the process by which the individual forms an image of the surrounding reality. 
In other words, it is the cognitive representation resulting from the individual interpretation process. Furthermore, 
Adelstein (2010:456) defined the perception as the ability to see, hear, or become aware of something through the 
senses. While, Williams (2009:1) said that perception is the process of recognizing and interpreting sensory stimuli. 
 
Based on some explanations above, the researcher is interested in conducting a research entitled “The Seventh 
Year Students’ Perception of Teaching and Learning English for Young Learners by Using Audio-Visual Style at 




In this research, researcher used a type of Qualitative research. Qualitative research is useful to describe student 
perceptions (William M.K Trochim, 2006). This research will detect The Seventh Year Students’ Perception of 
Teaching and Learning English for Young Learners by Using Audio-Visual Style at Palopo Cokroaminoto University”. 
The data was obtained from observation, and distributing questionnaire. 
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Results 
 
In analyzing the data, the researcher used descriptive analysis qualitatively. The questionnaire was distributed to the 
10 students of English Education Study Program in Palopo Cokroaminoto University. The first step of calculating data 
in this research was giving code the students’ answer from every answer, then analyzed them qualitatively to answer 
the research questions that related to the English students’ perception of lesson study in teaching practice of English 
for young learner at Palopo Cokroaminoto University. The following tables presented the students’ answer. 
 
Table 1. What do you think about audio-visual in teaching and learning English for Young Learners? 
No. Lecturer  Answer  Code  
1. A Very good to be used in learning English for young learner. + 
2. B So, Good.  + 
3. C Very Good and interesting. + 
4. D 




Good and funny also interesting because not only can be heard 
but also can be seen.   
+ 
6. F 
Audio-visual is very good because has sound and learning 
process more fun. 
+ 
7. G Audio-visual is very good and interesting in learning. + 
8. H It’s very good and make learning process more fun. + 
9. I 
Application of audio-visual is so good because make student 
learn easier because can be seen and heard. 
+ 
10. J Very good. + 
 
Table 1 shows that there are 10 students as the sample. From 10 students, there are 7 students (student number 1, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 10) who answer that lesson study is very good in teaching and learning English for young learners. 
There are 3 students (student number 5 and 9) who answer that the use of audio-visual style make the students 
understand material easier because can be seen and heard. There is 1 student who answers only good. All of the 
students’ answers in the table 1 are classified as positive answer. 
 
Table 2. Is audio-visual style appropriate to be used in teaching and learning English for young learner? 
No. Lecturer  Answer  Code  
1. A Yes, Appropriate. + 
2. B Yes. It is so appropriate. + 
3. C 
Audio-visual is appropriate in learning English for 
Young Learners. 
+ 
4. D It’s very appropriate. + 
5. E Yes, of course appropriate. + 
6. F So, appropriate. + 
7. G Very appropriate. + 
8. H Yes, it is. + 
9. I Audio-visual is very appropriate. + 
10. J Appropriate. + 
 
Table 2 shows that from 10 students, there are 9 students (student number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10) who answer 
that lesson study is appropriate to be used in teaching and learning English for Young Learners. There is 1 student 
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Table 3. What is the unique thing in audio-visual style in teaching and learning English for Young Learners? 
No. Lecturer  Answer  Code  
1. A Has picture and sound. + 
2. B 
Has interesting writing and funny picture also has 
sound. 
+ 
3. C There is sound and picture. + 
4. D Funny picture and sound. - 
5. E Enjoyable sound. + 
6. F Interesting font. + 
7. G Font writing, interesting picture and sound. + 
8. H Interesting font. + 
9. I Interesting font, good picture and sound. + 
10. J Has Picture and sound. - 
 
Table 3 shows that there are 7 students (student number 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9 and 10) who answer that audio-visual has 
interesting picture and sound, 1 students (student number 5) answer that audio-visual has enjoyable sound, 2 
students (student number 6 and 8) answer that audio-visual has interesting font. It can be classified that all the 
students give positive answer. 
 
 
Table 4. Is audio-visual style assists you to comprehend explanation from teacher easily? 
 
No. Lecturer  Answer  Code  
1. A 
Yes, because can remember information presented in 
picture by looking if student does not has strong skill 
to be listened. 
+ 
2. B 
Yes. It very assists because if the student does not 
have strong skill to listen, she can see or read the 
material. 
+ 
3. C Yes. Enough in assist. + 
4. D 
It’s very assist to comprehend explanation from 
lecturer because can be seen and listen. 
+ 
5. E Yes, because there is information can be read. + 
6. F 




Yes because not only the student can see and read 
but also can listen. 
+ 
8. H It very help. Can be seen and hear. + 
9. I 
Yes. Very assist because the material can be seen, 
read and lisen. 
+ 
10. J Yes. + 
 
Table 4 shows that there are 6 students (student number 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) who answer that by using audio-visual 
style, the material can be seen and read and listen. There are 2 students (student number 1 and 2) answer audio-
visual style assist in learning because the student can see and read the material if she does not understand by 
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Table 5. Is audio-visual style make you active and more creative in teaching and learning English for young learners? 
No. Lecturer  Answer  Code  
1. A Yes. It is. + 
2. B Yes. It make me active. + 
3. C Yes, it is and makes us active. + 
4. D Yes. It is. + 
5. E Enough and Good. + 
6. F Yes, Very help in learning. + 
7. G Yes. + 
8. H Yes, it is.. + 
9. I Yes, It is very make us active. + 
10. J Very help in learning. + 
 
Table 5 shows that there are 8 students (student number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9) who answer that audio-visual style 
make the students active and more creative in learning, 2 students (student number 6 and 10) answer that audio-




Based on the findings above, the researcher presents the discussion of the data. This section presents the result of 
data analysis. It aims to find out the The Seventh Year Students’ Perception of Teaching and Learning English for 
Young Learners by Using Audio-Visual Style at Palopo Cokroaminoto University. 
 
For the first question namely “What do you think about audio-visual style in teaching and learning English for Young 
Learners?”, There are 7 students (student number 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 10) who answer that lesson study is very good 
in learning English for young learners. There are 3 students (student number 5 and 9) who answer that the use of 
audio-visual style make the students understand material easier because can be seen and heard. All of the students’ 
answers in the table 1 are classified as positive answer. It can be concluded that audio-visual is good in using in 
learning English for Young Learners because make student learn easier because can be seen and heard. Besides 
that, make classroom situation funny and more enjoyable. 
 
For the second question namely “Is audio-visual style appropriate to be used in teaching and learning English for 
young learner?”. There are 9 students (student number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10) who answer that lesson study is 
appropriate to be used in learning English for Young Learners. There is 1 student (student number 8) who only 
answers yes. It can be classified that all the students give positive answer. So, it can be concluded that appropriate 
in learning. 
 
For the third question that is “What is the unique thing in audio-visual style in teaching and learning English for Young 
Learners?” there are 7 students (student number 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9 and 10) who answer that audio-visual has interesting 
picture and sound, 1 students (student number 5) answer that audio-visual has enjoyable sound, 2 students (student 
number 6 and 8) answer that audio-visual has interesting font. It can be classified that all the students give positive 
answer. The researcher concluded that audio-visual style has interesting writing and funny picture also has sound. 
 
For the fourth question that is “Is audio-visual style assists you to comprehend explanation from teacher easily?”. 
There are 6 students (student number 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) who answer that by using audio-visual style, the material 
can be seen and read and listen. There are 2 students (student number 1 and 2) answer audio-visual style assist in 
learning because the student can see and read the material if she does not understand by listening. There are 2 
students (number 3 and 10) who answer yes. It can be classified that all students’ answer as positive answer. 
Therefore, the researcher concluded that the students can remember information presented in picture by looking if 
student does not has strong skill to be listened because in audio-visual not only can be seen but also can be listened. 
 
For the fifth question that is “Is audio-visual style make you active and more creative in teaching and 
learning English for young learners?”. There are 8 students (student number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9) who answer 
that audio-visual style make the students active and more creative in learning, 2 students (student number 6 and 10) 
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answer that audio-visual style very help in learning. It can be classified that all students’ answer are positive answer. 
So, the researcher concluded that audio-visual style make students active in learning. 
From the result of the students’ answer in the questionnaire, there are some students answer that audio-visual style 
is appropriate in teaching and learning English for young learner because the students can remember information 
presented in picture by looking if student does not has strong skill to be listened because in audio-visual not only can 
be seen but also can be listened so the student can understand material easier. Besides that audio-visual has sound 
and interesting picture so does not make student get bored and has spirit in learning. 
 
It’s shows that there are many students give positive perception toward five questions in the questionnaire. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that The Seventh Year Students’ Perception of Teaching and Learning English for 
Young Learners by Using Audio-Visual Style at Palopo Cokroaminoto University is positive. 
 
It is accordance with Sofi (2017, p. 271) audio visual aids are those instructional devices which are used in the 




Based on the findings and discussion in the previous chapter, the researcher concludes that the seventh year 
students’ perception of teaching and learning English for young learners by using audio-visual style at Palopo 
Cokroaminoto University is positive.  
 
It is supported by students’ answer that audio-visual style is appropriate in learning English for young learner 
because the students can remember information presented in picture by looking if student does not has strong skill to 
be listened because in audio-visual not only can be seen but also can be listened so the student can understand 
material easier. Besides that audio-visual has sound and interesting picture so does not make student get bored and 
has spirit in learning. 
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